
Your adventure starts where wonders are round, In a shop
where tasty treasures are surely found. A blue-tread pūkeko
nestled in grass alights. Find it, then onto the next site, take
flight.

Next, to tax pros where numbers dance, a clue awaits, give
it a glance!

STARTING POINT – THE GENERAL, 600 MANUKAU ROAD

Clues for the  
Christmas Pūkeko Adventure 
at Greenwoods Corner Epsom 

Leave the numbers, and pursue the white plume, where
styles are crafted and beauties bloom. Look high or you
might miss the sight!

With white pūkeko found, now on you roam, to a place where
kiwi comfort tastes like home.



Crafts behind, now for a culinary quest, where dishes
are hearty, and the kitchens are best.

Meats aplenty, now seek and strive, where aches are
soothed and spirits revived.

From savoury feasts to creations hand-sewn, seek
where imagination and play are grown.

From hot stoves to cool cuts so neat, find where the
butchers' finest meats you'll meet.

From relief and repose, now to beauty, you'll dash, where
tranquility is found and treatments are lush

Beauty's white friend waves you goodbye, search next
where top fashion's trends catch your eye.



Groomed and neat, now for Italian feats, where herbs
are fresh and dining's a treat.

From quick Asian flair to a spicy affair, find where exotic
aromas fill the air.

Once you find the blue bird's presence where styles
do mix, onto to a clue among the barber snips.

After pasta and cheese, seek where woks sizzle, in a spot
that serves up a delightful drizzle.

Blue-tread's trail leads to flavours anew, now for a place
where Chinese soy and ginger brew. A white bird hides in
plain sight but look for the sign or you may miss the flight.

From white pukeko's perch by the chopsticks' click, to
where baked goods rise and coffee's poured quick

Pastries savoured, now a sea quest in sight, where the day's
catch comes in fresh from the night



From sushi's delight, take your next jaunt, to a place
where fashion's simply fun and choices enchant

Refreshed from your sip, to flavours so rich, seek where
seoul chicken sizzles and the sauces bewitch

From the ocean's bounty to the sushi mat, seek
where rolls are tight and the fish is fat.

From clothing wonders to where warm drinks flow, find
where beans are ground and the tea leaves grow

From spicy bites to gears and wheels, head around the
corner where the hum of engines feels.

Cars and parts, now leave behind, search where designer
fabrics weave and twine.

Amidst the attire, a blue tread adorns, onward to where
dreams of homes are born.



Beauty’s retreat, now let's not stall, find where
burgers sizzle, and toppings fall.

With pearly whites all in a row, seek where past and
present beautifully flow

From homes to holistic care, journey to where
beauty is rare.

Satisfied hunger, now off you prance, to where smiles
brighten at first glance.

From antique charm to modern grace, end where beauty
touches your face

The Christmas Adventure Ends


